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Deborah Edwards.
JOY HESTER 1920 - 1960

Hester's imaging of the body developed during the Second World War with her involvement in the political and aesthetic debates between her circle of Angry Penguins modernists, and the Social Realists. Within this context Hester figured uniquely in terms of both the issues she addressed and her technical explorations of them. Her alla prima approach in brush and ink set her apart from the other artists of her circle who utilised drawing in preparatory sketches for final works executed in oil. Her mode of drawing was particularly suited to the delineation of the transience of expression, the precarious nature of emotional masks and the fragility of states of mind and being.

By 1945 Hester had consolidated the imagery she had evolved during the war. The apprehension and suggested threat of an unseen danger in her earlier street scenes and portraits (1941-42) is by this time directly expressed in the line of her bodies. In Frightened, as with other works from this period, Hester registers external tensions directly in terms of the body, exploring different states of psychological stress through the characterisation of bodily parts without emphasising background detail or placing her figure in a recognisable environment or spatial dimension. The fine linear detailing of the body heightens the formal tension in the image by stressing the weightiness of the head, which further reinforces the appearance of psychological as well as physical instability.
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